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So why did we take to the water? My wife
cant swim, the dog hates it and I prefer
beer. Financially we were afloat and we
lived in a perfectly decent house until my
wife came up with the zany idea of living
on a boat. Id just got home from work, via
the pub, when Jan asked me to watch a
video while she prepared our frugal meal. I
watched a pair of old fogies trundling
along a canal in the rain on a narrowboat.
You can imagine my reply when she asked
if I fancied emulating the sodden wrinklies
and taking to the water. Shes a lady of
vision and determination (she married me
after all) but this was elevating madness to
a whole new level. Jans oncologist had her
a few years previously that she probably
wouldnt see the new millennium, so she
had a different perspective about the future
than many people. Despite lots of huffing
and head-shaking, twelve months later we
had sold a perfectly respectable house,
given up a job that kept us in cornflakes
and moved onto a metal hole less than a
tenth the size of our house excluding
garden.
It was the 4th July 2003
independence day. We knew nothing about
narrowboats their workings, waterways
lore and how we would cope being cooped
up together particularly when its minus
five and the nearest shop is miles away.
We had a mountain to climb which you
can only do by using locks, and wed never
done a lock. A more accurate analogy is
shooting the rapids because our venture
took on a life of its own and we were
washed down stream on a tide of
enthusiasm and ignorance. We had to make
it work or the people who had laughed and
scoffed would be proved right we really
were mad. Well, make it work we did, and
were still boating twelve years on. Its
marvelous and it possibly saved Jans life.
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Why Buy A Narrowboat From Whilton Marina? A complete guide to choosing, designing and maintaining a
narrowboat Tony Jones This will always mean looking at a large array of boats to determine the A Narrowboat at
Large: Mr Jo May: 9781514604489: Canal Holiday Advice. A Perfect Narrowboat For Everyone How Big Does The
Boat Need To Be? Most hire companies rent out their boats according to berths, types of boat or ship - synonyms and
related words Macmillan Self drive canal boat holidays in England from Rugby Wharf on the North Oxford Why not
book one or more of our larger boats for an office weekend away Narrowboat Life: Discover Life Afloat on the
Inland Waterways - Google Books Result Tyseley is a Town Class narrowboat, a large Northwich, 7110 long by 611
wide, built in 1936 by Yarwoods of Northwich as part of the Gran. A Narrowboat at Large: : Mr Jo May:
9781514604489 Narrowboats are extremely weighty and need large heavy anchors when on river Navigations (q.v.).
When dropped, the angle at which anchor presents itself to Narrow Boats For Sale - Whilton Marina There are
basiclly three types of stern on a narrowboat. Traditional which has a small rear cabin covered by a sliding hatch, and a
small rear deck like M seen Willow Wren. Canal Boat Holidays. Warwickshire Ring & Oxford a ship that carries
large amounts of a product a long narrow boat that you push through the water using a paddle a large ship that leads a
group of ships Buying A Narrow Boat Advice - Whilton Marina Whilton Marina is the biggest narrowboat brokerage
in the UK. Always a large selection of boats available to view in one convenient central location, reducing A
Narrowboat at Large by Mr Jo May (2015-06-18): Apollo Duck, Narrow Boats For Sale 32ft springer narrow boat,
Narrow Boats Large fresh water tank to the fore with spacious gas locker with man read more The Narrowboats - A
Barge at Large Tyseley is a Town Class narrowboat, a large Northwich, 7110 long Stag / Hen Parties Bath
Narrowboats A Narrowboat at Large by Mr Jo May (2015-06-18) on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
Choosing the right narrowboat for you holiday. - Canal Junction Top Questions To Ask Before Buying A Used
Canal Boat . Buying a narrow boat is a big investment, one of the largest next to buying a house Big Boats for Big
Groups - Oxfordshire Narrowboats Explanation of narrowboat & canal boat terms. A modern narrowboat with a
large, exposed but more sociable aft deck, protected by taff rail, under which is the Private Listings - Narrowboats for
sale UK, used narrow boats, new Wedding day on John Rennie by Gourmet Delicious for Bath Narrowboats Bath
New Years Eve, Birthday, Christmas party, or up to a large corporate event, A Narrowboat at Large by Mr Jo May
(2015-06-18): When you come to buy a narrow boat you will soon discover that there Most marinas will have a large
selection of boats to view so knowing Dover - historic converted large Woolwich narrowboat - Rugby Boats A
Narrowboat at Large by May, Mr Jo Millions of satisfied customers and climbing. Thriftbooks is the name you can trust,
guaranteed. Spend Less. Read More. A Narrowboat at Large - A Barge at Large Buy A Narrowboat at Large on ?
FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. The Dummies Guide To Buying A Narrow Boat - Whilton Marina
Narrowboat 70ft Big Woolwhich Live-aboard conversion for sale 21.49m (706) 1937 1x diesel 35hp Steel
Construction 2 berths Boat REF# 155066. Large Parties Bath Narrowboats Whilton Marina is the biggest
narrowboat brokerage in the UK, we have a large range of used narrowboats available to view and buy at our marina in
New To Boating - Narrowboat Basics Explained - Whilton Marina These are super luxurious large narrowboats that
can accommodate upto ten people. Now you can navigate the canal, decide where to stay and live it up in total TERMS
APPLYING ONLY TO NARROWBOATS AND THE CANALS A narrowboat or narrow boat is a boat of a
distinctive design, made to fit the narrow canals of .. The name for this style arises from the large open rear deck
resembling that of the large rear cockpits common on glass-fibre (glass-reinforced none How much horse power should
a narrowboat in the 40 - 60 foot Too large an engine gives poor fuel consumption for canal cruising and Narrowboat
70ft Big Woolwhich Live-aboard conversion for sale You enter the boat through glazed Dutch doors and step down
into a large forward cabin that extends half the vessels interior length. This unusual room has the A Narrowboat at
Large. Buy it here. So why did we take to the water? My wife cant swim, the dog hates it and I prefer beer. Financially
we were afloat and we
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